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Pacifists Launch
Vietnam Protests
Campus pacifists join with war
opponents across the nation tomorrow, setting into motion what
could be the largest and most extensive demonstration against the
war in Vietnam.
The local activist group, formed
two months ago to support nation-wide Vietnam Week protests,
(April 8-15), launch the on-campus
effort with a peace dance and
psychedelic light show tomorrow
night. Featuring "Country Joe and
the Fish," the dance begins at 9
In the men’s gym. Dance committee members said $1 donations
will be accepted.
Sunday, members of the Student
Mobilization Commit tee have
scheduled a "peace picnic" at Va-

AWS Sponsors
Tuition Speech
By Yasconcellos
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos,
(D-24th District) will speak today
In accordance with Women’s Week
sponsored by the AWS.
The talk is scheduled for noon
on Seventh Street providing it does
not. rein. It will be moved to Morris Dailey Auditorium if the weather is bad, according to Jane Nettleship, AWS president.
The author of the bill in the
Assembly to change the status of
the California State Colleges to
California State University at,
will discuss "Education and Tuition" and answer questions.

sona Lake Park, on Highway 17
near Los Gatos. Car pool arrangements for the picnic, which begins
at 1 p.m., are being made at the
Seventh Street peace information
booth.
’LITTLE BOXES’
Malvina Reyolds, composer of
"Little Boxes," will appear Monday
night for a folk concert in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. The show begins at 6:30. Donations, 50 cents.
A feature-length peace film, entitled "Sons and Daughters," is
scheduled for three showings Tuesday. The "Grateful Dead" will
provide musical accompaniment.
Show times: 10:30 a.m., 3:30 p.m.
and 8:30 p.m., in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
At noon Wednesday, campus
religious leaders will join to plant
an olive tree in a dedication ceremony at the Campus Christian Center, 10th and San Carlos streets.
DRAFT ALTERNATIVES
Hank Maden, member of the
Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors, will speak Wednesday on Seventh Street. Maden will
discuss alternatives to military
service, beginning at 11:30 a.m.
Peace reading will be presented at
Jonah’s Wail, Campus Christian
Center, at 9 that night.
Thursday morning at 9, members
of the peace group will gather at
Seventh and San Fernando streets
to send off an estimated 100
marchers, bound for a mass rally
in San Francisco.
The mobilization committee will
co-sponsor a debate on Vietnam
with the Young Republican Club
Friday, 7:30 p.m., in JC141, to wind
up the week’s activities.

SPOLTER KNEW
Glen Williams, sophomore representative, resigned from council
this semester when it was learned
that he had sat on council illegally
since last semester. At that time
Spolter admitted that he had
knowledge of William’s ineligibility

Photo by Fred Rosenberg
JAZZ ENSEMBLE warms up for Saturday’s
Sparta Sings Program. Under the direction of
Dwight Cannon, SJS professor of music, they are
from left to right, Ronald Bobb, Robert Weil,

Photo by Fred Fin,nnborq

Tim Rosenkrans and Dean Stringer. The group is
composed of SJS students and graduate students. They recently won several awards at the
Cerritos Festival in southern California.

’The Mood Is Music’
When Sparta Sings
Final preparations are being
made for tomorrow night’s performance of Sparta Sings.
The theme of the sixth annual
all-college song festival is "The
Mood is Music." Show time will be
8 p.m. in the San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Sparta Sings is presented by
AWS and IFC each year as the
major spring activity. Highlighting
this year’s program will be the
Jazz Ensemble. The Jazz Ensemble, under the direction of Dwight
Cannon, instructor in music, is a
group of SJS undergraduate and
grad music majors. The STS group
has played at many school activities and social events.
The master of ceremonies for
this year’s Sparta Sings will be
San Francisco disc jockey Mike
Cleary of radio station KYA.
Cleary is also the star of TV’s
rock-show "Tempo," Saturday afternoon rock and roll program on
KPIX.
According to Terry Mathew, co-

Black Power
Unnecessary,
Vote Says

A HAND WAS RAISED for a question at yesterday’s Orford
Debate on Black Power. Standing at the podium were Dave
Cooledge (right) and an unidentified moderator participating in
the discussion.

By JEFF BRENT
been attacked for the second time
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
this semester concerning personal
ASB President Jerry Spotter has activities and will face the ASB
Judiciary Monday to meet charges
that he "flagrantly violated the
constitution he swore to uphold."
In an interview with the Spartan
Daily earlier this week, ASB Attorney General Ira Meltzer said
that he will bring Spolter and ASB
Vice President Vic Lee before the
judiciary for knowingly violating
the constitution with regards to
the Glen Williams controversy.

chairman for Sparta Sings, "This
year’s show will be one of the best
programs in the last five years!
With the Jazz Ensemble and Mike
Cleary, the performance should
really be an entertaining evening."
Sparta Sings is divided into three
categories: Women’s, Mixed Group,
and Mixed Production. There are
two groups competing in each division. Among those entered are
AFROTC, Angel Flight, Catholic
Women’s Center, Sigma Nu, Sigma
Kappa, Alpha Chi Omega, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Chi Omega, Lambda Chi Alpha and Alpha Omicron Pi.
Judging will be provided by three
SJS alumni who are currently music professors in the Bay Area.
Names of the judges will not be
announced until the start of the
Program.

Tickets for tomorrow night’s
performance are being sold in front
of the bookstore, on Seventh
Street and at the Student Affairs
Business Office for $1. Tickets will
also be available at the door Saturday night.
Defending sweepstakes winners
are Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
and Signia Kappa sorority fol. their
Mixed Division production of "Under the Spell of Al Jolson." The
sweepstakes award is given to the
group or groups judged the best in
the show. Awards are also given to
the winners of each division.
Mathew also stated, "Many of
the groups in the show have put in
over 100 hours of rehearsing for
the program. Winning Sparta
Sings is one of the greatest honors a living center can accomplish."

Teaching Career Day
Scheduled for Saturday

Student California Teachers As- a.m. on "To Teach in California,"
sociation (scrA) will hold its and a panel of speakers will disTeaching Career Day on Satur- cuss ’Teaching Today" between 11
day at SJS. The program is for a.m. and 12 noon.
After lunch a tour of the camall high school seniors interested
pus will be conducted and small
in the teaching profession.
The program’s theme this year discussion groups will be held in
is "So you Want to Be a Teacher" classrooms in the Education Buildand will begin with registration at ing.
The program will be concluded
10 a.m. in Morris Dailey Audiwith a speech by Dr. G. W. Ford,
Audience consensus favored the torium.
Dean William Sweeney, School professor of secondary education,
negative side of the debate on
Dailey Auditorium, 3 p.m.
Black Power held Wednesday by of Education, will speak at 10:30 in Morris
the Speech Activities Club. The
outcome was 70 for the negative
and 15 for the affirmative.
Topic of the Oxford Union Series
debate was "Resolved: That Black
Power is a legitimate movement
for the attainment of equal rights
and opportunities for the Negro."
On the affirmative side from
SJS wei e Steve Perdue, junior
history major, and Dave Aikman,
junior speech major. Representing
Foothill College on the negative
side were Grady Robinson and Dave
Cooledge.
The affirmative case hinged on
the definition of the term legitimate. They felt that the Black
Power movement fulfills the Negroes’ needs without violence, and
that it does not alienate the Negro
and Whites.
The negative case rested upon
the assumption that the Civil
Rights organizations already in existence are effective and the Black
Power movement Is not needed.
"The audience reaction to the
debate was loud, aggressive and
lacked tact," according to Mary
Photo by Al Dubtol
McFarland, senior speech major.
side
wasn’t
negative
given
"The
Carol Dyson (left) and Ken Becker
ANOTHER COMMERCIAL
a chance to voice their opinions
go through motions of a typical television commercial, which is
because of the hostility expressed
the subject of an advertising forum on Tuesday. The two are
by the audience."
making campus arrangements for the panel.

Reagan Names
Prof to State
Industrial Post
Albert C. Beeson, SJS assistant
professor of business, has been
named by Governor Ronald Reagan to the state post of director
of industrial relations.
Beeson has been a part-time instructor at SJS since 1963, teaching personnel management, labor
relations, corporate finance and
economics. He is currently conducting two courses in manpower
administration.
A graduate of Stanford with an
MA. in business administration
from New York University, Beeson
also is vice president of Case &
Co. in San Francisco and former
manager. of Valley Fair Shopping
Center here in San Jose.
Active in politics, the 60-year-old
Republican was coordinator of the
Republican Party of Santa Clara
County in 1960 and coordinated the
county’s Nixon-Lodge campaign.
He was a member of the National Labor Relations Board during the Eisenhower Administration.
Beeson is the first man in four
decades to hold the top state industrial relations post who has not
come directly from the ranks of
organized labor.
His appointment to the $23,500
a-year position must be confirmed
by the state Senate. He will replace acting director Margaret
Ritchie O’Grady, who returns to
her post of deputy director.

to remain on council since the fall
semester, 1966.
"It was a difficult decision on
my part." said Spolter at the time,
"and if it had been anyone but
Glen, I would have asked for his
resignation."
"Charges are being brought before ASB Judiciary that Jerry
Spolter and Vic Lee did violate the
ASH constitution: that they had
knowledge that Glen Williams was
ineligible for his council position
and did allegedly encourage him to
remain on council," said Meltzer.
Spoiler’s meeting with the ASH
Judiciary is the second time this
semester that he has been called
to account for his political activity.
PRESIDENT CLEARED
In a Spartan Daily article last
month ASB Treasurer John Bruckman and Spolter met political ends
when Spolter was asked to account
for crossing his ASB budget lines
and defend his position for spending ASB money for "social beverages." At a meeting yesterday
of the campus policy committee a
resolution was approved to be
brought before student council
clearing Spolter of charges concerning his conflict with Bruckmarl.
Concerning the recent charge of
violating the ASB constitution,
Spotter said, "I have mixed emotions regarding the recent allege-.
tion. At first I thought that it was,
a typical Ira Meltzer stunt . . .
especially in light of the fact that
he served me with a pseudo stunmons when I came to Phil Whitten’s wedding last Friday evening."
"Ira was an usher, I continued
to think that Ira was ’joking
around as usual’ since the summons violated all the regular procedural requirement," commented
Spolter.
POLITICAL INTRIGUE
"The charges, if true," Meltzer
said, "would be a flagrant violation of the constitution they swore
to uphold."
"Since the information, concerning the charge was disclosed over
a month ago, it seemed very unusual, and politically ’intriguing’
that Ira waited until a week before the elections to press charges,"
declared Spolter.
Vic Lee said he had not been
presented with any written notification of charges, "although Ira
casually informed me that he
wanted me to appear before the
judiciary on Monday," he said.
Meltzer said it would be up to
the judiciary to enact any punitive
measures if they found either Spolter or Lee guilty of the charges.

Candidates Must File Today
All candidates for office in the spring elections, April 19-20,
must submit their applications of intent to run by 3 p.m. today, according to Paul Morey, Election Board chairman.
Morey said applications can be secured in the College Union,
315 S. Ninth St., and should be placed in a locked ballot box in the
Union foyer.
"Only the names of those students whose applications are in the
box when it is opened will be placed on the ballot," Morey said. The
box will be taken to Cafeteria Rooms A and B at 3 p.m. for the 4
p.m. orientation meeting.
If a candidate cannot attend the orientation meeting himself,
he may send a representative providing the person has a signed and
dated letter of authorization from the office-seeker, Morey stated.
Candidates must have an overall 2.25 GPA and be qualified to
hold the office they seek by the beginning of the fall semester.
Official campaigning begins this Sunday.
Office-seekers also can obtain copies in the College Union of
the new Election code which goes into effect with this election.

Analyze TV Ads

Panel Meets Tuesday
Six top West Coast advertising
executives will discuss "Is Television Advertising Losing Its Effectiveness?" Tuesday at 4 p.m.
in JC.141.
The 90-minute panel, part of a
proposed series on an analysis of
advertising in the mass communications media, is co-sponsored by
the Department of Journalism and
Advertising and Long Advertising,
Inc., San Jose. Gamma Alpha Chi
and Alpha Delta Sigma, national
women’s and men’s advertising fraternities, are handling the arrangements on campus.
Members of the panel include
Jack O’Mara, vice president of the
Western Division of the Television
Bureau of Advertising, Inc.; Rich-

ard Schade. West Coast Representative of Participating Program
Sales of the NBC Television Network; Ken Flower, sales manager
of KGO-TV; Arnold Allan, new
product manager of Foremost Dairies; Dale Stevenson, media director, Campbell -Ewald Advertising
Agency, San Francisco; and Dave
Lundy, sales representative of
Blair Television.
Frank Bruguiere, coordinator of
International Advertising, FMC
Corporation, San Jose, will serve
as moderator.
A one hour question and answer period will follow statements
made by the executives. Admits.
sion to the college community Is
free and refreshments will be
served.
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By SUE HARRIGER
They cry "peace." Anal I laugh.
They stand, in "silent vigil" us end the
war in Vietnam as they proclaim their
undying and unselfish "love" for humanity.
Well, isn’t that big of them. I’m for
love and peace too. I believe that war is
senseless, that any form of violence is
wrong and that killing people is indeed
terrifying. I am against war and for peace
-but only peace through victory anal never
defeat, appeasement or withdrawal.
People who protest the war in the manner that these "peace marchers" do are
only selling themselves short and wasting
a great amount of time in the process.
They are really simpleminded Commie
dupes who are caught in the mainstream
of a fad known as the "love of humanity"
which makes as little sense as swallowing
a capsule of LSD.
They have certainly missed the boat.
Perhaps what they need is a slow boat
to China . . .
I would suggest to the "peaceniks" that
instead of marching on San Francisco
Saturday that they parade down the Ho
Chi Minh trail and see how many points
they make with the Viet Cong.

Jack Groban

Staff Editorial

Illness Only Skin Deep
Fraternities at SJS are in trouble.
Whatever the reason, interest and participation in the men’s Greek system
has declined drastically during the past
few years. Several of the formerly
strong Lie% enth Street houses are in
finanvial difficulties because of membership drops and resultant income
problem-. tslIe are in danger of slipping under rompletely.
Last September. for example, only
27 men went through formal WC rush,
27 men at a campus of more than
21.000 students. W ith this type of record, we might conclude that SJS fraternities either don’t offer what most
students want out of college, or, if
they do, aren’t able to sell the benefits
of fraternity life to a majority of
students.
With all its present problems it
would be logical for SJS fraternities
to lower standards, insure financial
stability, and pre,erve the system. In
other words, one might suspect that
the sell-presertation urge would bring
about a few concessions in the traditional ethical stature of the fraternity
system. The rtill of keeping individual
house, -oh ent conceivably could compromi,e the principles of scholarship,
anti citizenship upon which
the fraternity system was founded.
It is encouraging to note, however,
that at tin, trying juncture. the Si S
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fraternity system has responded by
raising rather than lowering its standards. One week ago Wednesday InterFraternity Council established an overall grade average requirement of 2.35
for eat-h house. This departs from past
practices which required that each
house meet or surpass the cumulative
average for the fraternity system.
SJS fraternities should be commended for not allowing financial considerations to mediate in the realm of principle. If IFC"s action last week is indicative of fraternity thinking and feeling.
the system is considerably healthier
than it appears superficially.
-J.T.

"Most American homes have television sets ... dammit!!"

Thrust and Parry

Allocation of Funds ’Irrelevant,’ Inane’
’Daily Should Evaluate
Other Inane Projects’
Editor:
Rather than concentrate for weeks on
whether or not Student Council should have
the privilege of allocating funds to the Spartan
Daily, the Daily should exert more effort
toward evaluating other similarly inane projects.
Why must enormous stipends go to the
athletic teams when the school seemingly
can’t "afford" to support a debate team? Why
should $1,500 be spent on Parents’ Day an
annual farce? Could not Parents’ Day be combined with Homecoming to reduce the total
allocation? Why should the ASB sponsor and
subsidize a political science course (Model
:United Nations)? Why is more than $200
spent on the annual Leadership Prayer Breakactivity of questionable
another
fast
sucess?
Out of tradition we have righteously upheld
many an activity whose value terminated
in the days of Queen Elizabeth I. Let us
introduce some contemporary iconoclasm into
the allocation of ASB funds. I realize that
this money isn’t ours, but as fate wills it so,
the more misanthropic and avaricious of our
elements desire to know where Mother Butler’s
coin is being squandered.
Bob Prentky
A12804

’ASB Government Lacks
Relevancy in Our Lives’
Editor:
As elections approach once again, students
are going to hear, as always, a lot of rhetoric
about responsibility and irresponsibility. According to Thursday’s Daily, we are even
going to hear about the Vietnamese War.
The chief issue of the coming campaign,
however, is none of these. The overwhelming
problem of student government as it is now
constituted is its total lack of relevancy in
the lives of SJS students. The debatable
fiscal irresponsibility of the president’s spending a few dollars to entertain fellow State
College presidents at a political convention
is rather overshadowed by hundreds, even
thousands of dollars going into programs that
benefits at most, a few.
As for the CNP on the other hand
although there certainly is nothing wrong
with a candidate expressing his opposition to
the Vietnamese War since the ASB could

NEWMAN

not withdraw the U.S. from Vietnam if it
would -- a platform based on opposition to
the war Ls really irrelevant. Indeed, Vietnam
might better be avoided in the future if more
student governments could be elected which
would involve enough people in the processes
of self government arid be responsive enough
to their electors that people will begin to
believe that they actually can influence their
government’s policy and will continue to
attempt to do so even after they leave school.
Thus, when the candidates begin their campaign, listen! Find out if any are talking to
you. And even more important find out if
any will listen to you.
Lance K. Belzer
A2466

Foreign Student Offers
Reaction to Art Exhibit
Editor:
There have, no doubt, been varied reactions
to the most unusual art show presented recently by the San Jose Art Department in
the Art Building, One of Prof. Edith Trager’s
foreign students, Massoud Karimi, wrote his
impressions of the show, and we felt the
following excerpt from Mr. Karimi’s composition both sensitive and perceptive, and worthy
of publication.
"It was a fine display, I thought. To a
pessimistic person, perhaps, it was the epitome
of life. The flashing lights were the excitement in life. The darkness reminds a man of
the uncertainty in life. The repeating beat of
the music reminds a person of the monotony
of life, and the ugly characters were the
players in the scene of life."
Edith C. Trager
Associate Professor of English
Judith Harrison
A9467
Mary Ann Coyle
A9824
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty a
chance to express their views on campus, local.
national or international issues. Space is allowed
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must not exceed
250 words, must be typewritten, double spaced
within 45-space margins and properly signed with
Ph. writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The
Daily will not print letters which aro libelous, in poor
taste or includ a personal attack. The editor re the right to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publication of letters
iealing with subjects he belives have been exhausted.

HAVE A TERM PAPER??
NEED A TYPEWRITER?’
RENT FROM ROBERTS!!

CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
Mass Today a+ 11:30 a.m.
Daily Mass 4 p.m.

Low Student Rates
MANUAL
$7 per month

ELECTRIC
from $12.50
per month

Sunday Mass 5 p.m.

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
79 S. Fifth St.

MAFIA TACTICS
In "Letters from John Steinbeck" published by the Student Contmittee for Victory in Vietnam, Steinbeck gave some of
his "on the spot" views of the Vietnam
situation.
"The V.C. has much the same selfless
impulse, the same gentle democratic direction and uses the same methods for
gaining his ends as the Mafia does in
Sicily. The parallel is very close. Terror
and torture are his weapons.
"lie bleeds the people lie is saving of
everything movable, kidnaps whole villages for forced labor, recruits the young
men and holds the parents hostage. He
murders any opposition noisily sir secretly.
He impales liviiag bodies on sharpened
stakes, slashes stomachs so that a man drags
his intestines on the ground before he dies.
He tosses grenades in markets where poor
people gather to buy food."
John Steinbeck said that lie "would like
to see the refugee camps we help to build
and to maintain. These people did not run
from us. They ran to us. Doesn’t it make
any impression that there are no reverse
refugees? Nobody runs north to escape
the brutality of the South Vietnamese and
"the brutal Americans. Why is that?"
SUBVERSIVE PEACENIKS
I wonder if these peace marchers really
know about the disguise behind this entire
"peace movement" and I wonder if they
realize the subversive trap into which they,
unfortunately have fallen.
For those who support draft card burners, give their blood to the Viet Cong anti
retreat to Canada to beat the draft, I bid
a very good riddance. I’m sure that the
"red" carpet will be rolled out for them
in some other more "humane" country-but, they had better watch out because
the rug may be stained with their blood.
Delay only increases the chances for
victory. The longer the war continues, the
more anti-American the world will become.
We must win the war now. President
Johnson has tried negotiation, but Ho Chi
Minh has refused, which should indicate
to the public that the government initiate
some other means.
To end the war in Vietnam we must win
it, and to win the war we must either
bring a truce by negotiation or begin
massive air attacks, establish ocean blockades and stop all supplies from reaching
the V.C., externally and internally.
Appeasement is for fools. And if America continues to do "too little," it will he

295-1771

57 S. 4th
one block
from campus

Departmental Chairman
Commends Medical Staff
Editor:
This is in response to Madge Salcsena’s
charge in today’s Thrust and Parry that
because of "red tape and the almighty dollar"
Valerie Dickerson, who fell down a flight of
stairs in the Journalism Building Tuesday,
was subjected to neglect and callous treatment. The facts are these:
Valerie was not removed immediately from
the concrete landing where she fell because
of possible serious back injury. She was
wrapped in a blanket, covered with a warm
coat, and given a pillow and the security
officer’s kapok-stuffed jacket for her head.
Dr. Tokio Ishikawa, her gegular college
health service physician, and a college health
service nurse, treated Valerie, stayed at her
side until the moment the U.S. Navy Ambulance took her to the Moffett Field Hospital,
and demonstrated great sympathy and concern throughout. Dr. Ishikawa even tried to
reach the girl’s parents elsewhere in the
state, and later in the evening checked on
her condition at Moffett.
The Navy ambulance was called at Valerie’s
own request. Her father is a retired Air Force
officer, and she feels comfortable and secure in
the hands of the unquestionably fine Navy
medical staff. Had Valerie been suffering
severely, or in physical danger, a local ambulance would have been called. Instead, she
repeatedly stated that she was "comfortable."
When she commented once that she "felt
cold," Dr. Ishikawa gave her an injection.
The ambulance was slow to arrive because
it got lost, taking a wrong turn that sent it up
the Nimitz Freeway toward Oakland. This
resulted in a delay that anybody present
would have described with great restraint
as "damned annoying," But meantime Valerie
was treated with the concern and affection
which everyone who knows her feels toward
her; and as the chairman of Valerie’s major
department I extend my warm appreciation
to the college health service physician and
nurse for their total effort in Valerie’s behalf.
Certainly they merit this effort to straighten
the record.
Dwight Bente’, Chairman
Department of Journalism and Advertising

"too late."

EUROPE

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS

ALL WOOL BLAZERS

Paris to San Francisco
August 2 & August 4, 1967

ONE WAY

Traditional styles in all colors. Sizes
35-46. Regular $37.50

NOW

A limited number of spaces is
available for faculty, staff,

students of the California State

$25

Colleges

Fare: $125 one way

Barney Levy
CLOTHIERS
294-5157

294-1215
drive-in parking

San Francisco to Paris or Brussels
August 31 8 September 3, 1967

Open tonight 7-11 p.m.

Tax included
For information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Collages
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
NOTE Flights are designed to
take students to Europe for the
academic yearthis is not
round-trip flight to Europe.
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Abortion Advocate Says
Repeal Restrictive Laws

VISTA Recruiters
To Seek Volunteers
VISTA recruiters will be at SJS
Monday through Wednesday la
Dont of the cafeteria on Seventh
Street, according to John Herbert,
assistant field director of the program.
A new accelerated policy for
students who have received their
bachelor degree or expect to receive them this year has been
adopted. "Recruiters ale now able
to invite qualified students to participate in training programs while
they are on campus," said Herbert.
VISTA
Volunteers in Service
to America - is a national corps

Man of the Year
Dr. Ralph C. Bohn, chairman of
the San Jose State College Department of Industrial Arts, recently
was selected "Man of the Year" by
the American Council of Industrial
A t, T. :teller Education.

of workers concerned with the
eradication of poverty within the
United States. It is an opportunity
for men and women to participate
directly in the nation’s war on
Poverty.
The main requirement for a
VISTA Volunteer is the ability
to communicate and work well
with others. It is a program for
people who can help others help
themselves.
Volunteers must be United States
citizens at least 18 years old. They
serve for one year after completion of a training course lasting
approximately six weeks.
More than 75 per cent of volunteers are drawn from college campuses. This year VISTA plans to
recruit and train 4.500 to serve
more than 300 projects from coast
to coast, and In Hawaii, Alaska,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
Trainees may express a preference for location and type of
assignment.

JET TO EUROPE
THIS SUMMER

EUROPE
’67
$399
From

inc. tax

(for state college students, faculty and their immediate families)
June 13 -Sept. 5

From Oakland to Brussels)
via 707 Jet ($437)

Student Cadet
Wins Award

Rev. Collins. "A woman just may
do not as she pleases and have an
abortion
our Nazi friends would
go for that," he said.
When Miss Maginnis asked the
audience how many thought that
a woman should be put in jail for
having an abortion, and how many
believed that the physician should
be locked up for giving the abortion, only two persons out of 75
raised their hands.
’ABORTION IS MURDER’
Urging "elective" abortion, Miss
Maginnis believes that any decision
on an abortion should remain in
confidence between the woman and
her doctor and it should be up to
the woman to decide her course
of action.
"Let’s abolish this law that poses
such an unfortunate position on
women," said Dr. Newman. "Miss
Maginnis and I are opposed to the
law entirely." Dr. Newman and
Miss Maginnis said they believe
that a woman’s life is superior to
that of the fetus.
Arrested Feb. 20 for teaching a
do-it-yourself abortion class in San
Mateo, Miss Maginnis will face a
preliminary hearing April 12 on
a charge of violating 601 of the
California Business and Professions Code. The law states that
it is a felony to offer services to
produce miscarriage or abortion or
advertise information on the subject.

New Date Set
For Award Forms

JET ROUND TRIP
CHARTERED FLIGHT
From Los Angeles to London:
via 707 Jet

By SUE liARRIGER
Spartan Daily Investigathe Writer
"When women demand abortion
on demand, they’ll get it. Let’s go,
girls!" said Miss Patricia Maginnis,
president of the Society for Humane Abortion, as she advocated
repeal of California’s present abortion law.
The panel discussion entitled
FRED MORSE
... honored cadet "Abortion: Pro and Con," was sponsored by Tau Delta Phi Wednesday
night.
Siding with Miss Maginnis was
Dr. David K. Newman, SJS associate professor of psychology, while
supporters of the opposite viewpoint included the Rev. George
"Shorty" Collins, a retired Baptist
minister; Father Laurent Largente,
Fred Morse, senior in Air Force
Newman Center chaplain; and Dr.
ROTC, has been awarded the Jerome A. Lackner, San Jose
Air Force Association Aerospace internist.
Studies Award for Area I.
ABOLISH LAW
Morse, a history major who
Declaring that human life begins
plans to go to law school and when the sperm fertilizes the egg,
become a legal officer, competed Dr. Lackner said that abortion is
against cadets from 16 colleges and "murder because it is the taking
of a human life." Dr. Lackner
Universities in California Hawaii,
Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico and said that it does not matter whether a fetus is one day old, or whethparts of Texas. Eight other cadets
er is a new-born child both are
received this outstanding cadet
equal living beings and should
honor in other areas of the United
be treated with the same respect.
States.
"Abortion is a cheap and superTo qualify for the award, Morse
ficial way of solving the problem
had to be in the upper five per
of unwanted children," said the
cent of his AFROTC classes, upper
10 per cent in his graduating class,
have proven leadership and be
recommended by Lt. Col. George
M. Browning Jr., department chairman of Aerospace Studies. He also
had to be the Silver Medal and
Applications for the La Torre and
Ribbon winner from the detach- Meritorious
Service awards can still
ment, which goes to the most outbe tiled, according to Gina Levitt,
standing cadet.
Recognition Committee Chairman.
"Fred stands head and shoulders Monday, April
10, Is the new date.
above any other cadet." Lt. Col.
Applications can be picked up
Browning said. "He excels in all in
the Student Activities Office,
aspects of the whole-man concept. ADM242, or
in the College Union.
He accepts the challenge to excel Applications
must be filled out
in all aspects of life, and to date, and
returned to one of those stahas met each objective, He at- tions.
tained a 4.0 GPA last semester
Each year the Recognition Comwhile serving as cadet colonel.
mittee reviews the applications.
"He is a non-rated cadet," Lt. The
awards are based on outstandCol. Browning reported, " which ing
leadership and service to the
means he does not qualify for pilot college.
training, so the award is even a
greater honor."
"Most important about the
award," said Morse, "is that It ultimately reflects the efforts of the
people I work with in Detachment
45 and the leadership and inspiration I got from Lt. Col. Browning."

June 17 -Aug. 29

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London or Paris:
($476.50) Group flight.

June 20 Aug. 30

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London or Pins:
($476.50) Group flight.

June 15.
Sept. 6

Call or Write

Air and land arrangements by:
SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First St., S.J.
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
297-8000
264-9275 after 8 p.m.
Not state college sponsored or controlled.

Prof. David Maga

Don’t laugh at
Charles Van der Hoff’s
big ears. He can hear
a party a mile away,
thanks to Sprite.
Social -life majors, take a
VAN DER WEE
look at Charles Van der
WITH SPRITE
Hoff. He can’t play the
guitar. Never directed
an underground
movie. And then
look at his ears!
A bit much? Yes!
But --Charles Van
der Hoff can hear
a bottle of tart,
tingling Sprite
being opened in the
girls’ dormitory
from across the
campus!
What does it
matter, you say?
Hah! Do you realize
that Charles Van
derHoffhas never
missed aparty
in four years?
When he hears
those bottles
of Sprite being uncapped --the roars --the
fizzes --the bubbles --he runs! So before you
can say anti -existentialism, he’s getting in
on that tart, tingling, slightly tickling taste of
Sprite. And delicious refreshment
--as well as a good time --is his.
Of course, you don’t havg to
have ears as big as Charles Van
der Hoff’s to enjoy the swinging
taste of Sprite. You may
just have to resign
yourself to a little
less social life.
SPRITE, SO TART AND
TINGLING, WE
JUST COULDN’T KEEP
IT QUIET.

TONIGHT

MOONLIGHT
SALE
1

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

ON*

1 p.m. to 11 p.m.
411,08.111$

Tower On Sale

Please send me information on charter flights to Europe.

The Tower, SJS faculty magazine, will be on sale today and
next week in the Spartan Bookstore for 60 cents.
The magazine features articles
by the faculty and is financed by
contributions, sales, advertisements and campus organization
donations.

Name
Address
City
Phone

,

DOWNTOWN
SAN

7 p.m.

,
IVA

to
I I p.m.

JOSE

SALE!
DO-IT-YOURSELF
Picture Frame Molding
NOW SOLI) BY THE FOOT! SAVE
50% TO 60% OVER CUSTOM FRAMES

SALE SELECTED STOCK
SIZE FRAMES!
18x24
20x24
22x28

12x16
16x18
16x20

8x10

9x12
11x14

1717POE

What’s the Catch?

26x30
24x36
26x48

There isn’t any.

1,1/

SE

199

’4999

Down

Monthly

Plus Tex & Lis.

And that’s it.
Unless, of course, you count the cost of gas and all
it takes to get here in your present car.

DOWNTOWN STORE ONLY

SPARTAN VOLKSWAGEN

112 So, 2nd Si,
Authorized
q&N

The price includes Federal excise fee end import duly.
It also includes: built-is heafer/deiresfer, windshield
washer. 2 -spend windshield wipers, hen, seat balls, ad
justable bucket seats, back-up lights, 4.wey mergeney
flasher, sideview mirror.

VI Pi 11, 410

;i 1.

;

I

D.A.,1560 N. FIRST ST.

SAN JOSE 286-8800
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rr"1" ""7 1’ At Track Meet Tomorrow . . .

Let’s
face
reality!

Tracy May Be Big Winner
By ’JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
When the distance runners
cross the finish line at tomorrow’s All -Corners meet at Spartan Field, SJS assistant track
Coach Tracy Walters stands a
good chance of being associated
with a winner.
Not only will he coach the
Spartan varsity distance runners,
but will also be handling the
coaching regins of the SJS frosh
club.
The scoring triangular meet is
scheduled to start at 1:30 p.m.
on the south campus track, and
SJS head Coach Bud Winter
makes it no secret that his thin dads need the cornpetition
badly.

Haven’t you often heard it
said, Now we’ve got to be
realistic about this. We’ve
got to face reality."
Each one of us can face
our human problems with far
more happiness and courage
if we face them with an understanding of what reality is.
You are invited to hear
this lecture entitled "Christian Science Faces Reality,"
byRALPHW.CESSNA,
C.S.B. Mr. Cessna is an experienced teacher and practitioner of Christian Science
healing.
He will tell how an understanding of spiritual reality
can help you face and meet
life’s problems.
Admission is free, everyone is welcome.
Christian Science Lecture
Venda,. Apt II 111th. ti 11.111..
514.14111111.0

I

Ii,..11

no

look of bewilderment crosses the
NOW WHAT DO I DO? A
face of Ellis Williams as he practices for tomorrow’s track meet
at Spartan track. A newcomer to the SJS team this season,
Williams will compete in the long jump. The day’s festivities are
set to start at 1:30 p.m. with the SJS frosh and Santa Clara
Youth Village joining the Spartan varsity in competition.

’iii--
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FOREIGN STUDENTS!

I

Rains Beat
Tennis Team
’Twice More

COME IN, WE’VE MISSED YOU!
Complete Wine and Beer Selection
Small Steak Dinner

1.35

Steak Sandwich

N.Y. Steak Dinner

2.10

Jumbo Burger

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
545 S. 2nd Street

VAUGHN

YOUTH VILLAGE COMES
Serving as the third team competing will be the Santa Clara
Youth Village, which is expected
to give the Spartans a real test
In the field events, but not so
much against Tommie Smith and
his fellow sprinters.
Walters and his freshman ae-

gregation were scheduled to meet
Laney Junior College, but were
forced to step up in competition
when the Oakland school reported it had commitments at another meet.
Since the official beginning of
the outdoor track season last
Feb. 25, the Spartans have had
a grand total of one meet held
on schedule, and for some of the
Spartans the lack of workouts
have hit hard.
THREE RACES
Given the hest chance of scoring a big upset for the freshmen is Ralph Gamez from Berkeley High School. He will have
three chances for is first place,
running in the 880, mile and
two-mile runs.
SCYV’s Bob Milts is favored
in the 880 event with Spartans
Bill Day, Chuck August and Rich
Klernmer capable of copping a
first place.
Gamez will find most of his
competition in the two-mile from
frosh teammates Bill Nelsen and
Jon Green.
In the mile, August, Day,

Klemmer and alternate Bill
Langdon will challenge Gamez,
Shockley, and John Greene of
the frosh.
Two seven -foot high jumpers
head the list in that event. SJS’
Ed Johnson and Jim Brown will
stage a head-to-head battle alone
with SCYV’s Gene Lubrin.sky
who has cleared 6-11, and Berm
Wyatt, another 6-11 jumper.
One of the best shot putters
In the country will compete.
Dave Maggot(’ of the Youth
Village has an outdoor best of
64-044, almost 10 feet better
than his closest rival, Dandy
Raus of SJS.

Horsehiders at USE Today;
Meet WSU, Bears Tomorrow
SJS may play baseball today.
It also may play tomorrow.
The Spartans are scheduled to
visit USF for a doubleheader today, and return to Municipal Stadium tomorrow to sponsor a triple
header featuring Washington State
and the University of California
along with SJS.
Coach Ed Sobczak plans to use
Frank Pangborn and Rich Kernmerle on the mound against the
Dons, with Rod Christansen and
either Pete Hoskins or Bob Holmes
pitching against WSU and Cal.
The rest of his starting line-up
is set with Ray Valconesi, Bart
Spina, Tony Hernandez, John Bes-

sa, Tom Brandi, Charlie Nave, Bob
Burrill and Fred Luke opening
against the Dons.
The only thing wrong with these
well laid plans is the weather. It’s
raining, or at least it was at Spartan Daily deadline time.
As of that time Sobczak hadn’t
heard anything definite from USF,
but the rerxwts were that it was
making like a fraternity water
fight in the Golden Gate city.
Prospects for Saturday’s series
look better, but Municipal Stadium
can absorb only so much water,
and then the infield begans to resemble a Vietnamese swamp.
If things go as planned tomorrow, the Spartans will play the
Bears at noon. The Bears will
meet Washington State at 3 p.m.,
and SJS will test the out -of-staters
at 7 n’itt.’
The Spartans are 6-7 for the
year, and will try to avenge an
early season loss to the hard hitting Bears. They have not played
either USF or WSU yet this season.

Determination
And Umbrellas
Key for Frosh

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 2934500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

Warm your tummy!

15c

Buys a suprise
HOT lunch item.

A different dish every day

Peanuts

Sandwich Shop

NOW1/2

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

$59.50 to $69.50 all wool
sporteoats

NOW... $2988
Slacks . .
All Dress Slacks
$14.95 to $32.50

Sweaters . . . NOW
From
$10.95 to $18.95
3 Day Special

,

3 Day Special
Now 50% off
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts

Va,ues from
PRICE
II 4
$5 95 to $8.95
PLUS ALL OTHER ITEMS AT OUR REGULAR 35% DISCOUNT

No

Layaways

N .. *333
NOW

No Exchanges

Faculty

Today & Tomorrow, April 7 & 8

No Refunds

s

Employees

JET
NEW YORK
Leave June 17
stop-

-one way

$8940

Zcx.

Special charter for students,
faculty and their immediate
families.

Call-297-8000
UNINTIISITY MEN’S SHOPS
DANK

CREDIT

CARDS

WELCOME

35

R11 G

411AT SATHER GATE 4.
125 S. 4TH STREET
SAN JOSE

BEEF PIZZA

$1.95

PLAIN PIZZA (Extra Cheese)

1.95

MILD SAUSAGE PIZZA

1.95

SALAMI PIZZA

1.95

PEPPERONI PIZZA

1.95

12 inch pizzas only
non

\SCOUNI ON AU MERCHAND/SE.

SAN ISA/ALISCO. SIPALLII, LOS Wall, SLALILI
PALO ALTO $01. LOSS, SACASIIVITO, (MINT

7 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Delivery Menu

Students

2 DAYS LEFT

WallOWAN

Yes We Deliver!!

NOW... $2488

PRICE

and Drama
Street.

TONIGHT

SPORTC OATS

Complete stock of natural shoulder suits including new spring arrivals
from $69.50 to $110.00.

Pacific King Co.
870 Market Stine 501
San Francisco, Calif.
Plione 986.5609

MOONLIGHT
SALE

(4!

SALE

Get acquainted special

WORLD-WIDE
PACKING AND SHIPPING
OF APPLIANCES AND
PERSONAL EFFECTS

Professional Pharmacists

GET ACQUAINTED

SUITS ...

ALSO AVAILAILE:

While it isn’t strictly true that
tennis coach Butch Krikorian has
demanded that his players turn in
their rackets for snorkels, they
aren’t playing too much either.
Two more matches have been
rained out, bringing the total of
postponements to seven of the last
eight dual clashes.
at
Yesterday’s contest with the
University of San Francisco and
Wednesday’s match with Santa
Clara University were washed out.
The tennis team is hoping to entertain St. Mary’s College today at
2:30, but it will depend on the
1.25
weather. Meanwhile Krikorian has
Across from Speech
rescheduled the Santa Clara en.95
counter for Wednesday, April 26
on San Fernando
at SJS.
If the rains permit, Krikorian
will go along with Greg Shephard,
dieseaNitaikesikereadarlaIseal1~~~.040.0 Ask
I
Gordy Miller, Mary Parsons, Steve
Jones, Mike Price and Yosh DeIt takes determination and an
Guchi today.
umbrella to play freshman baseball for SJS this year.
Coach Bill Gustafson’s crew, who
since spring vacation have played
exactly one game, lost another
league contest yesterday, and unless things change drastically will
drop another one to the same foe
today.
Although the Spartababes have
won only two of 10 contests this
year, Gustafson thinks his team
is beginning to jell. and would
greatly dislike seeing today’s game
against the Stanford frosh follow
DAYS
the example set by yesterday’s
ONLY
rained out Cal contest.
Yesterday’s game has not yet
been re-scheduled.
If the Spartababes are able to
play tomorrow at Stanford, southpaw Jay Fike will start on the
mound.
Get acquainted special
Eike has allowed the Tribe frosh
$45.50 to $55.50 all wool
just two runs in 18 innings this
sportcoats
year.

SPARTAN DAYS
DAYS

PACIFIC KING HAS
FAMOUS IRAND
APPLIANCES IN STOCK
FOR FOREIGN USE:
220 r / SO c

Prof. David Mage
c/o San Jose Travel Service
223 S. lit St.
San Jose

Mushrooms (cup)

.25

Spaghetti (With garlic bread)

-00

Salad (Tossed green)

40
.20

CokeSprite (12 oz.)

Supper fresh ... right out of our 250 mobile
oven. Call for an economical "QUICKIE
CHICKIE" dinner tonight!

,014
,

DINNER-4 big, plump pieces of fried chicken; delicious serving of spaghetti and hot garlic bread
$1.55
CRATEThe party pleaserpacked with 8
ready -to-eat pieces of golden -fried chicken ...
an outstanding value!
$1.99

WE DELIVER
10th & William
San Jose, California

Delivery Hours:
Sun. through Thurs., 4 p.m. to midnight
Fri. and Sat. 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

295-3805
OPEN DAILY AT NOON

rriday. April T, 198T

Kayo’s, That Is

Sigma Nu Captures
Cage Crown, 48-46

Judo Hopes Rest on Neck
More Couples
are Corning to

Carlyle Jewelers
in Palo Alto
for their

Diamond Rings.
Shop and compare and you will
find, an others hake found, that
Carlyle’s prices are never higher and, in most instances, mile
stantially loser-- than prices
elsewhere for the same dia.
itiOnds.

The Central Coast may either
win or loose the AAU championships by a neck.
The neck in this case belongs to
defending AAU 135-pound champion Yuzo Koga, and as of yesterday was injured.
Because of the injury, the SJS
senior is a questionable performer
In the tournament, which will be
held in Las Vegas today and tomorrow.
Without him the Central Coast
team, which has judokas from SJS,
San Jose Bubbhist Judo Club and
Palo Alto Judo Club, may have a
hard time defending the championship which it won last year.
AIR FORCE ACE
One of the key members on that
team, Paul Maruyama, will be
leading the Central Coast’ top
challenger in this year’s tournament. Now an Air Force lieutenant, Marttyama will be participating for a very fine armed
services team.
If Koga isn’t able to compete,
the Central avast will be led in
the lightweight division by another
SJS student, Susumu Kodani.
Other top performers on the

COCA $400
ALSO $25010 1975
WEUDING RING SU

SAN JOSE STUDENTS
SAVE 20,/o
WITH ASS CARD
ON ALL PURCHASES

Actors Repertory Theater
presents Australia’s Best

"Summer of the
17th Doll"

Carlyle
Jewelers
Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alto
323-2834
Open Thursday night until

by Ray Lawler.
Actors Repertory

535

Theater

Fri. & Set. evenings
25 W. Sae Salvador

830 p.m.
297-4797

Tickets $2

9

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 Nights a Week
FEATURING:
A Venetian atmosphere
which makes Ricardo’s unique
among Italian restaurants.
Dine to pleasant jazz sounds
or lively folk singing six nights
a week. Experience Ricardo’s
arty, colorful surroundings
and enjoy the finest of
Italian dinners.

218 Willow St.
294-4009

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m

Sfig,24Wv341.465..4

MEXICO
fiestas and fun,
siestas and sun!
Enjoy eight magic days in Mexico
City, Taxeo and Acapulco for

only:

$225 total
From San

Hotel and SiglorsevinK

Si. Claire 7ravel Service
219 Town & Country Village
Phone 241-2100

Als:0906464.40B4S4Wsesegasesweseps,

By DENNIS ANSTINE
the number two position.
Casey -was- netieduled - to-open at
Spartrut Daily Sports Writer - Bruises and sore muscles will be quarterback for the 1966 club but
as common as spring colds tomor- an injury sidelined him for the
row for the Spartan gridders, as season and allowed Holman to beCoach Harry Anderson will group come the top Spartan thrower.
his forces for the first inter-squad Munson played behind Holman all
scrimmage since spring practice of last year, but got in consideragot underway last Saturday. The ble action when Danny received
session will begin at 9:15 a.m, at mid -season injuries.
the South Campus.
A turnout of approximately 100
athletes plus improvements in
many of the weak spots that
plagued the 1966 squad, has given
the coaching staff an optimistic
view towards the 1967 team that
will emerge from the present practice sessions.
"We are stronger in both the
offensive and defensive backfield,
and will have more depth than
we had last year. With more depth
and a general improvement in
quality, the competition for each
position will be keener, especially
in the interior line," Anderson expressed.

HB EXPERIENCE
There is experience at both the
halfback slots, but a highly regarded freshman and a junior college transfer are also in the running for the top positions. Leading
-ash team in almost
last year’s ft
every rushing statistic, Mike
Scrivrier is definitely in Anderson’s
plans for next fall.
Laney J.C. transfer Clarence
Kelley is another runner who has

9i4line t
fIn

35 ,.}iaol a d

ctockin94

$1.50 per pair
Fishnet Pan ts h ose
Asailalrle in nil.,- Colors
$3 per pair

Happiness is a HEALTHY VOLKSWAGEN

Salad
Baked Potato
Garlic Bread

Z

fliE FINEST FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FILMS

DIV 1_4 RA

"rfiI\

PEST ACTRESS (ANNIE AIMEE)
FOREIGS FILM, STORY,
SCREENPLAY AND ’ERECTION
,

.

"SHOW BOAT"

an equal

,-

APRIL 6. 7 & 8 ONLY
MARIO LANZA

AND "THE

GREAT CARUSO"

SUN.. MON., TUES., WED,
APRIL 9, 10, l I, 12 ONLY!
NELSON EDDY & JEANETTE MacDONALD

"NAUGHTY MARIETTA"

AND
THE STUDENT PRINCE

EDMUND PURDOM & ANN BLYTH

.....- -

--

og, AV
"MONDO
BIZARRO"

400 S. 1st, San Joss

’

5544

EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT
"EVERYBODY
A
N
LOVES IT

SAN JOSE
N. 13th to Gish WE
295-300A
Controversial Adult Program
"NIGHT GAMES’
plus
"PARIS SECRETS"

TROPICAIRE

N. Screen
1969 Alum Rock
2 Horror Films
"ISLAND OF TERROR"
and
"PROJECTED MAN"

MEW

United Air Lines

NEW YORKER

-.17A MAN
ANd A WOMAN

ENGAGEMENT
SARATOGA EXCLUSIVETHURS.
FRI. & SAT.

Contact the Student Placement Office for appointment
You may qualify if you are between the ages of 20 and 26,
5’2" to 5’9" in height, personable and single.

-

"BEAUTIFUL"

MEM*.....................=,.......

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
will be conducted
TUESDAY. APRIL 11
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Steak House

HUM

22nd SMASH WEEK
v , ,!:ACEMY NOMATIONS

AUDIENCE

hours flying time.

ZZ
0

A4

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

LYNN REDGRAVE
ALAN PATES - JAMES MASON

MATURE

$

1433 IRE AlAMEN

SUGGESTED

After five and a half weeks of training you may graduate to
This rewarding career.

ANGELO’S
4449W0:010,0WeWeloWelWeWeWeVeWe’doW":"WoWWsW,Wiii:,

SCREEN SCENES
. . . . i. . i. . _ .. . . . ._

United has the world’s largest jet fleet, which means you
have more opportunity to fly to more places and meet more
people. A United stewardess holds a position of respect and
responsibility, and during the first-year she averages a minimum of $375.00 per month plus expenses, for 70 to 85

UNITED
an!

297-7181

Treats VW malfunctions
with skill and efficiency.
Mike’s personal diagnosis
and repair service will restore performance to your
tired VW.

MICHAEL MOTORS
17 S. 8th
295-1455

Letterman Bobby Trujillo, Danny Anderson, and John Crivello
logged the majority of time at
halfback last year, and each is
capable of turning in banner seasons this fall.
Senior Jerrell Andrews and juniors Jamie Townsend and Bobbie
Hamilton are the fullback vets,
with Fullerton J.C. transfer Lon
Bagley also in the running.
Graduation left an apparent
weakness at the receiver positions
with Steve Cox and S. T. Safford
departing. But, this return of such
experienced hands as Mike Tompkins, Walt Blacklidge, Eldon Milholland and Crivello will give Holman competent receivers to fire at

AS
A ESS
STEWARD

Free parking at 38 S. 3rd St.

Santa Clara

MICHAEL MOTORS

the ability to improve a rushing
game that failed to give last year’s
team a balanced offense.

COME FLY WITH UNITED

$

Sin J TIse

Reservations-292.259(

14502 Big Basin
867-3026
HOWARD KEEL & AVA GARDNER

Howl of Chili

Steak $2.na

:III S. IA

JUDDS OF SAN JOSE

SUNDAY. APRIL 9

Baked Potato

r.

IN PERSON

Friday. Saturday, Sunday
April 14, 15. 16

LV colors available

66 W. Santa Clara St.
VOLLEYBALL
.ertleCtaistelleastat&OiCatisaiG
Sigma Alpha Epsilon No. 2
downed Lambda Chi Alpha last
night in the PER building to win
the Novice Division of the Intramural Volleyball Tourney. SAE
went undefeated through the two
week tourney, while Lambda Chi
Alpha had gone through the losers
bracket to earn a shot at the
champions.

9:45 a.m. Seminar--"The Day of Mass Perplexity"
6 p.m. Evening service in the Church Auditorium, 2nd and
San Antonio
7:30 p.m. Crusade with Dr. John Haggai. Exposition Hall,
County Fairgrounds.
Call 293-4911
April 15 Spring 1.uau.
3rd and San Antonio

A wealth of quarterbacks, running backs, and receivers is the
reason for the growth of optimism
concerning the offense. All-American candidate Danny Holman’s
presence at quarterback is enough
to make any coach delerious, but
the backfield strength doesn’t end
there.
Shadowing Holman will be a
host of experienced signal-callers,
with letterman Bill Casey, Russ
Munson and sophomore-to-be Bob
Cushman the top candidates for

CAL
TJADER

SIATITV7TAtATXPTAOIKAtoTriZ’

* 4 sCACEMY NOMINATIONS
BEST ACTRESS (LYNN REOGRAVE)
BEST SOH CINEMATOGRAPHY
SUPPORTING ACTOR (JAMES MASON)

Steak Dinner

72 E.

Gauatail was also a strong
rebounder and was second to Gatos
in scoring with 8.
B.B. Inc.’s standout, Greg Delaney, led his squad in scoring with
13 and was also their reboundim:
workhorse. Delaney placed second
to Galos in the MVP voting and
was the top Independent League
player throughout the regular season and tournament.
Following the title game, Intr.
mural Director Dan Unruh :a: flounced the All -Intramural Basketball All -Star team. The Int ra
mural Office, officials, and the In
tramural board picked the ten-man
squad. They are: Mike Tompkins.
Dave Mercer, and Jim Layne ,,f
Theta Chi: Craig Sebrero
Dennis Deiehler of ATO; FOr
Deets and Delaney of HIS. Inc.;
Rod Monti of the Bowery Boys:
and Manny Gonsalves and Galos
of Sigma Na.

15th HILARIOUS WEEK

FIT FOR
A KING . . .

York
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Only $

Ignited by Dave Galos’ 18 points,
a gutty Sigma Nu club staged a
second half rally to squeak by
Basketball Incorporated 48-46 last
night in the Men’s Gym to become
SJS’ All -College Intramural Basketball Champion.
Training, poise and hustle to rebound from a 32-26 deficit at the
half, the winners gained a 44-39
lead with 4:25 remaining in the
contest, and then held on to
squelch a last minute rush by their
opponents.
Galos earned the All -Intramural
Most Valuable Player Award for
his heroics. He captured 10 counters in the first half and popped in
six straight points early in the
second period to spark his team to
their first lead of the game, 37-35
with 8:15 remaining.
B.B. Inc. rallied to a 45-44 lead
with 2:26 left, but two clutch free
throws by both Jerry Gaustad and
Rich Artis gave the victors a three
point lead.
Jerry Pilgerin made a charity
toss with 20 seconds left to cut
the lead to two. The losers had a
chance to tie the score with 15
seconds remaining, but missed a
jumper and two rebound shots to
give Sigma Nu the victory,
Roger Call did a great job under
the boards for Sigma Nu, garnering the majority of their rebounds
along with being a defensive stal-

Bruises, Optimism Increase
As Gridders Hold Scrimmage

HOLMAN RETI’llINS

Round Trip Air Fare
Three nights in Mexico City, one
in Taco and three in Acapulco.

San Carlos
Phone 297-1700

TOURNAMENT BOUND Bill Knabke (up) and Masa Nakao
(down), shown here practicing against one another, will represent
SJS in the year’s two biggest judo tournaments. Knabke will compete in today’s AAU tournament in Las Vegas, while Nakao will
be one of the top Spartan entrants in next week’s NCAA championships at Spartan Gym.

Francisco

TRIP INCLUDES:

74 NV.

Central Coast team are SJS grad- ished second in the AAU tournauate students Norio Arima and ment last year.
Howard Fish, along with underOther Central Coast entrants in
graduate Yugi Moriya.
the tournament are Bill Gouin,
Haruki Takemoto, Gary Mann,
GRAD CHAMP
Bob Zambetti, 154 -pound division:
Arima, who is competing in the Larry Dobashi, Jim Pennington,
154 -pound division, won the Padfic John Kimura, 176-pound class; Bill
Northwest grand championship in Knabke and Keith Pickard, 205Seattle earlier this year, while pound classification.
Moriya is the reigning Pacificl
Although many of the SJS enAAU grand champion. The latter trants in today’s tournament have
will compete in the 176-pound used up their collegiate eligibility.
class.
there are several that will also
Heavyweight Fish is a two time compete in next week’s NCAA
I
NCAA divisnin champion, and fin. championships at Spartan Gym.
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S. Screen

1969 Alum Rock
Wild Ancpds Are Back

"RIOT ON SUNSET STRIP"
and

opportunity employer
/

"YOUNG SINNERS"

D

ADULTS ONLY
,.

STUDIO
1913 South

First

292-8775

IS PARIS BURNING?
plus two short subjechs
Drive
I.
Alms 8 Vine
James Coburn
"IN LIKE FLINT"
plus Rod Taylor
"THE LIQUIDATOR"
Both Cinemascope & Color

EL RANCHO
294-2041

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
Like having a cersonel salesman ring
20,000 doorbells
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Painting Exhibit
Reflects Trends

shoer. Take them to--

4..4

7..

ECONOMY
SHOE REPAIR
Santa Clara
294-9529

CUSTOM
SANDALS
Groovy footwear specially hand
0 ’cited to your specifications.
Wide choke of leathers and colors to keep you cool during
spring.

The Happy Cobbler
26 Washington Street
at Newhall
Sent Clara
2434238

An exhibit of paintings by ad-9 vanced SJS art students will
open tonight at 8 at the San
Fernando Street Gallery, 62-64 E.
San Fernando St. The works reflect recent trends in contemporary art.
The gallery is run entirely by
SJS students. The current show,
entitled "11 Paintings and 19
Prints," was selected by a committee made up of Yvonne Dennen, Heidi Wipfle, Yoka Drion,
Dave Klemp and chairman Russell Brutsche.
The Crabgrass Band, composed of former SJS teachers
and students, will be hand at
N:30 to entertain.
The Upstairs gallery will la’
filled with prints by students of
Steve French, SJS assistant pro3. fess,n of art.
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Artists To Perform
Profs’ Compositions
A program of contemporary
composition by professors from
colleges and universities will be
presented tonight at 8:15 in Concert Hall. Admission is free.
The program is in conjunction with the Western Regional
Institute for Music in Contemporary Education. Representatives
from the University of Southern
California. Arizona State University and the State Colleges
at Hayward and San Diego are
on campus today and tomorrow
for the first annual meeting of
the Institute. The program at
SJS is under the direction of
Dr. W. Gibson Walters, chairman of the Department of Music.
"Concertino for Bassoon and
String Trio," by SJS AssociateProfessor of Music Dr. Wilson
Coker, will be performed by Dr.
Vernon Read, and Tikey Zes,
assistant professors of music, and
Albert Gillis and Donald Hoinuth, associate professors of
music.
Dr. Coker’s composition was
written while he was studying
under Aaron Copland, and it won
the Koussevinzky Prize at Tanglewoocl, Massachusetts, in 1959.
Other composers whose works
will be performed include Andrew Imbrie, professor at the
San Francisco Conservatory of

Piano Recital

1.1ti..,511,

John Mayhew, a freshman
music major from Pebble Beach,
will give a piano recital featuring three Mozart sonatas tonight at 8 in the Tri-C Building of the First Baptist Church,
196 E. San Antonio St.

OUR SNACKS AND DINNERS
ARE BETTER
W het her tita’re hungry for a full course dinner or just
a snack, we gise you great food and prompt service.
While you’re here enjoy our decor. Open Tuesday
through Sunday, 7 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY
Tilt and Santa Clara

(Me Block From Campus

Several years ago Mayhew
studied with the Brazilian concert pianist Guiomar Novaes, in
Los Angeles. She was so impressed with his talent that she arranged a scholarship for him at
the Juillard Graduate School
where he worked with concert
pianist Thomas Brockman.

TONIGHT
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

NO. 1 DOWNTOWN
3RD & SAN CARLOS
PH. 298-3060

GET A "
1
DEAL
FROM
THE
TIRE
COMPANY

feeling that they have just heard
a real musical talent, who needs
only the polish and poise that
experience brings.
But the audience at Concert
Hall Friday night was rewarded
with both vocal talent and a
thoroughly professional and confident stage presence in the
graduate recital of Helene
Farms Joseph, SJS graduate
student seeking her M.A. in
music.

WITH 3
ACTION SPOTS!
WEST VALLEY
5291 PROSPECT RD.
PH. 253-4230 PATEN

GOODYEAR
NYLON CORD TIRES
Goodyear
All -Weather
Tires

$1295

Extra mileage Tufsyn
rubber
Triple-tempered
nylon cord
Track -tested for 100
miles at 100 m.p.h.

Tubeless Siza/

EASY TERMS
FREE MOUNTING

Phi.
el aperbx IllwhArsa II lina,.:1!iii

$12.95

gl4.95

$1.55

7.75* 14 (7.50 x 14)

613,95

$15,96

$1.88

8.25* 14 (8.00 x 14)

$17.97

$19.95

$2.05

7.75*

E13.95

111513

$1.89

15 (6.70 x 15)

replaces

BILL DEANE
WEST SAN JOSE
3146 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
PH. 296-4360
reimes

1_,,thwein Cnurth-1.4,6to,.

374 South 3rd Street
Sunday Services at 13:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
COLLEGE DISCUSSION GROUP

"Hobson’s Choice," a comedy
of England’s Lancashire life will
be presented in the College

Two blocks from campus

Every Wednesday Night at 7

Theater

Friday and Saturday,
April 14 and 15, and Wednesday
through Saturday April 19-22,

A. J. Brommer, Pastor

sin In parenthesis

WITH 3
ACTION SPOTS!
WEST VALLEY
5291 PROSPECT RD.
PH. 253-4230 trIftTLETs?

p.m.

292-5404

A. Craig Settlage, VicarOffice 294-7033 Home-298.3718

at 8:15 p.m.
The delightful folk drama was
written by Harold Brighouse,

ENJOY BROWSING?
TRY US . . .

English novelist and dramatist,
who was born in Eccles, Lancashire.
The drama, though local in
setting, is described as intrinsically universal. The playwright
recognizes that human nature
loves a fight, whether it is a
struggle between men or beast
or a conflict between opposing
wills.

State Book Shop
297-4797
389 S. First St.
Open Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday until 6 p.m.

Maggie, the heroine, played by
Susan Mason, is the haxl-headed,
practical daughter of a hardheaded Lancashire shoemaker,
portrayed by Stanley Anderson.
The comedy centers on the clash
of these two.

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
2nd & San Antonio
8:30 8. 11 a.m. Morning Worship
Evening Service
7 p.m.

"Walking Happy," a current
musical on Broadway, is taken
from this play.
"Hobson’s Choice," next SJS
Drama Department production,
is directed by Miss Elizabeth M.
Loeffler, professor of drama. The
set designs are by J. Wendell
Johnson, also professor of drama,
and costumes by Ron Gloekler,
costume technician,
Tickets are on sale at $1.25
general admission and 75 cents
for student at the Theater Box
Office from 1-5 p.m.

College Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
Morning Seminar
9:45 a.m.
Evening Perm
3:45 p.m.

Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor
Barry Keiser,
Minkter to Collegians

WW1 at Tri.0 Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio
WM.

e***********************************************

"Is there trend toward pop art and cartoontype commercials
and away from realistic photesrphy?"
"How

will pay TV

affect the effectiseness of commercials?"

Get the answers to these and other questions at the
free panel discussion:

"Is Television Advertising
Losing Its Effectiveness?"

of Mozart’s classical age to the
lyrical simplicity of Schubert,
the elusive mood portraits of
Debussy and the contemplative
melodies of contemporary American composer Aaron Copland.
"The performer must fulfill
two roles," believes Miss Farras;
"That of an active vehicle, and
that of a cool, appraising judge."
A large factor in her professional
appearance is her ability to keep
both roles in proper perspective
so that neither overshadows the
other.
The highlight of the evening
was Schubert’s "Gretchen am
Spinnrade," a song portraying
Gretchen’s longing for her lover,
taken from Goethe’s "Faust."
The powerful soprano achieved
an effective balance of the conflicting elements of agony and
plaintiveness.
Most vocalists today are Capabale of only one volume
loud. But even during the most
powerful of songs. Miss Farms’
use of subtlety shaded dynamics
refreshingly showed that power
is achieved not by loudness but
by contrast.
The drab atmosphere of Concert Hall, cluttered by a drum
set left on stage, was a liability
which Miss Farr as overcame
by providing her own artistic
atmosphere. Miss Priscilla Michael provided able accompaniment, though at times she played
too loudly and did not always
achieve the proper ntood.

These six TV experts will be "put on the line" with your
questions:
Jack O’Mara, Vice President of the Western Division of
the Television Bureau of Advertising, Inc.
Richard Schade, West Coast Representative of Participating Program Sales of the NBC Television Network. *
Ken Flower, Sales Manager of KGO-TV.
Arnold Allan, New Product Manager of Foremost Dairies. 31
Dale Stevenson, Media Director, Campbell-Ewald Advertising Agency, San Francisco.
Dave Lundy, Sales Representative of Blair Television. it
Mr. Frank Bruguiere, manager of FMC Corporate International Advertising and former editor of Western
Advertising will be moderator. This panel is open to
all students and the campus community. Admission is
free and refreshments will be served.

it
*

JC 141
(formerly TH55)

Tuesday, April 11
4-5:30 p.m.

(.o.npronnorrd jointly by the Department of Journalism
end Advertising and by Long Advertising, Inc. of San .lose.
SeSS-1141.-Seeeateetiveette-Se*******Seeeteert-Seee*eett*Seeei

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
The Infernal Revenue Service
Will Be Interviewing Candidates For
The Professional Position Of

INTERNAL REVENUE AGENT
(Career Federal Service)

fixtensive Training Program

Merit Advancement

Starting Salaries (depending on education
and/or experience): $6,211, $7,090, $7,957
INTERVIEW DATE: TODAY, APRIL 7, 1967

(7.00 x 13)

6.50 x 13

’(Size shown also

NO, 1 DOWNTOWN
3RD & SAN CARLOS
PH. 298-3060

Many people walk away from
student musical recitals with the

WEST SAN JOSE
3146 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
PH. 296-4360

1.511x 13 nr 7.00 x 13 tubeless blacks/all
plus OAS Fed. Ex. Tax and old tire

GOOD -.its nu
liMIS

By PAT TORELI.0
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

BILL DEANE

as low as...

FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER

Graduate Student Sings
With ’Confidence, Control

Throughout the program of
songs from the Classical, Romantic, Impressionistic and Contemporary periods based on
poetry of different languages,
Miss Fart-as demonstrated firm
control over both the audience
and the musical material.
She led the litseners with
ease from the emotional restraint

7 p.m. to 11 p.m.

GOOD,VISIIR
TOSSES

Music, whose "String Quartet
No. One" received the New York
Music Critics Award in 1944,
and Roger Nixon, a San Francisco State College professor,
whose works have been performed annually for the last four
years at the SJS Contemporary
Music Festival.
The purpose of the Institute
is to strengthen the teaching of
music from kindergarten through
college by the exploration of
new techniques.
Today each school will present a demonstration of Institute programs at the individual
schools. The SJS program is
from 10:30 am. to 12 noon.
Dr. Vernon Read is working
with .a sight singing and ear
training class to bring to the
subject a "greater correlation
with music theory and with historical music literature from the
Middle Ages to the present." He
will recreate a classroom situation on stage.
Dr. Coker is introducing local elementary and secondary
teachers to 20th century methods of composition, which they
are incorporating i n to their
teaching. Students from John
Muir Junior High School will be
on hand to demonstrate the results.
The Western Regional Institute offers SJS "a chance to extend its knowledge in the area
of music education into the surrounding community," says Dr.
Walters.

Students To Stage
’Hobson ’s Choice’

See Your Placement Office now to arrange
for an on-campus interview
If you are not able to appear for an interview
on the above date please contact
Internal Revenue Service
Personnel Branch
450 Golden Gate Avenue
Box 36020
San Francisco, California 94102
Phone (415) 556-4432
IRS is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Tickets Now On Sale
For International Ball
"Whisper’s International" is
the theme of the annual International Ball to be held Friday.
April 28, at the Starlite Ball
Room. The ball will climax In-

ternational Week, April 22-28.
Ball tickets are on sale. Prices
are $2.50 per couple in advanee
sales, $3 at the door and $10 for
the public.
The tickets may be bought at
the Student Affairs Business Office, Building R.

Bakmas
Flower Shop

Stu Parks, KNTV announcer,
will emcee the dance and will
present the queen. Dress is semiformal and native costumes are
encouraged.

Flowers,
4ii.r)

4.’44

A Chinese program will also
be one of the highlights of the
International Week.
A Lion Dance down Seventh
Street on the day of the Ball,
will spotlight the Chinese Cultural Program to be presented
on Saturday. April 22, at 8 p.m.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Other events include a Chinese
Musical Dance, Con Fu (Chinese
Boxing), Sword Dance, Chinese
folk songs and classical music.

Corsages
and
Bouquets
for special
occasions or
"just because."

10th & Santa Clara

292.0462

For An Interesting Pamphlet
About Insurance As An Investment
See:

Chuck Bamford S.J.S. ’66
Roland Squires S.J.S. ’66
556 N. First St.
297-3194

UFE &CASUALTY
CHOICE OF BUSINESSMEN

WHY
PAY
MORE
For A...
New Honda
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Spring Has Sprung a Leak SHARE’s Creator
EDITOR’S NOTE: This article has
bun floating around th Campus
Life Editor’s dsli for morn than
wiiik while she waits for th spring
sun. Sinc the wtherrnan refused
to cooperate, the reader is isslid
to cooperart, the r dr is asked to
imagine balmy 70 deem’ weather.

By JOYCE AUGUSTIN
The shadowy outlines of furry
black bats dot the darkening
sky around Tower Hall. Late at
night their cries pierce the
gloom.
Ants, howeve r, have been
strangely silent. None of the
usually busy anthill activity has
been observed. Campus dogs
have stopped eating grass and
cats forget to lick their faces.
Students of American superstition realize that such a barrage of evidence can mean one
thing. Spring is here.
March 21 passed by unheralded
during Easter vacation, but its
symptoms aren’t easy to ignore.
GO-130 GONE
Now that the direct warm rays
of the sun are beating down on
campus, most of the time, that
brisk winter go-go-go attitude
toward classwork has evaporated
along with the last of the wet
fog. Students ask, "Why start
that term paper now when it
isn’t due for a week?" Or exclaim, "Read that whole history
text when the review book can
be skimmed in two hours? You
must be kidding!"
In spite of the gentle peaceful cloud that has enveloped the
student, he feels a little guilty
when he recalls what other people have done with their springs.
Ponce de Leon discovered Florida in spring 1513. Quite a few
springs later Paul Revere was
taking his famous midnight ride,
and Patrick Henry was. saying
"Give me liberty or give me
sleuth." In spring 1848, Kit Carson was carrying the first ocean -

Cameras

agree. SJS students have been slushing in the wettest March

since

HONDA

Parts

141 S. 3rd Street
295-7525

Open THURS. Until 9 p.m.

STATE MEAT MARKET
4th and Santa Clara

292-7726

A Fine Choice of Top Quality Meats
Wholesale

and

Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

ROUND STEAK
FRYERS
VEAL SHOULDER CHOPS
BEEF TONGUE
Fresh

lb.

lb

lb.

lb:

860

33

63
35e

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities, Sororities and Boarding H

2 Rolls Paper Towels 19c

to-ocean mail. Even Adolf Hitler
was busy invading Austria in
spring 1938.
By the way girls, Clara Barton picked spring 1881 to organize the Red Cr os s. And we
wouldn’t have Mother’s Day but
for Anna Jarvis’ brainstorm in
spring 1907.
But gots’ or bad, soiiiw iS
Itere. Sines.
test of the spring
semester must be studied, here

are a few superstitions for students wishing to avoid a calamity during March, April and May.
If you see a robin flying earthward, study extra hard to squeak
through that next test. If you
see him flying skyward, you may
be smarter than you think.
When May comes around,
don’t forget to listen for the call
of the cuckoo. A call front the
east will mean happy romance,
but one from the north spells
three is a crowd.

2 Bars Ivory Soap

ENGAGEMENTS
Gall Karcher’’, sophomore sociology major from San Jose
and member of Alpha Epsilon
Phi, announces her engagement
to Alan Singer, sophomore industrial technology major from San
Jose. The wedding is set for December 24.
Vicky Cruz, senior home ecoStOdlifrin announces her engagement to Lex
Corrales, senior civil engineering major from Lathrop, Calif.
The wedding is set for December.
Zellah Ward, junior interior
design major from Novato, announces her engagement to Ron
Gilmore, senior interior design
major from Mill Valley. Wedding has seen set for August.
Leona Maben, junior home
economics major from Whitter
Springs, Calif., and Angel Flight
pledge, announces her engagement to Nicholas R. Pehelkin,
graduate student in physical
chemistry, and member of Arnold Air Society AFRCYFC, from
Berkeley. An August 20 wedding
is planned.
Dlane McClain, senior English
major from San Mateo, and

Crest large size

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

Supplies
printing
repairs

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William

CAMERA SHOP

6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julia.

245 South First

s SPECIAL SALE!
Up to 400/. Off
On Quality Name Guitars
g.
g
=

BUY OR RENT TO OWN
et

ISO To Hold i
Cyprus Pane

=
=
=
..

24, /

We Have the Largest Selection

/

46/
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International Students Organization (ISO) will hold a panel
discussion on Cyprus and it’s
Current Political Constitutional
Conflicts, today, 3:30 p.m. in
Rooms A and B, faculty cafeteria.
Two Locations
The discussion is open to rac84 E. San Fernando
ulty and students. Speakers wtil
298-5404
be DE E. P. Pan:16060m 7613-fessor of history, and Mr. Aband
dulkerim Osman, M.A. candidate in political science at SJS.
5161 Stevens
Moderator for the panel will be
Creek Rd.
Dr. Charles Kunsman, associate
248-9856
professor of political science.
Dr. Panagopoulos has written
two books on American history. TH111111111119111111111111111111111010111001111111111111111111111IIIiiiimilmitimmin.He is also the author of two
articles on Cyprus for Collier’s
Encyclopedia.
Osman is a Turkish Cypriot.
As an undergraduate student of
international relations and diplomacy, he studied at the University of Ankara, Turkey.

exquiqlte
tyPing

Free Hawaiian
tour guide

FINEST CRAFTSMANSHIP!
UNSURPASSED VALUE!
(noose from on .nsprrinq Wool. 01 odvamed 00,1A,
II,, mast wperto ,,,or we how ever aiwnWled,
(me w lel w

Rog. $169 .
gn,5

LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS

Tour prices. Example: 6 days, 5 nights at the Tropic
Isle- I block from Waikiki: Includflow to tour i
ing hotel room, private bath, transHawaii
fers, and a sightseeing trip. Price:
from $42.

The Internal Revenue Service will interview candidates
At San Jose State on Monday, April 10th
Careers in Professional Auditing and Tax Law investigation
and Enforcement positions

REVENUE OFFICERS
TAX TECHNICIANS

For your free brochure -and any other travel advice
you need -visit or write its soon.

Extensive formal training programs
Independence in decision and action

on the above date please contact
Internal Revenue Service
Personnel Branch

Mr. Felix Popper, American Express Co.
BE Country Village,
San Jose, Calif. 95128.

IRS is art Equal Opportunity Employer
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Kay Jewelers sells only qualoty selected
diamonds gueranteed a litetone in writ,.
. 9299

$4 A Wile

bela.gni to Shoo Dr.,

Phone: 244-1011

Please send me the free 36-page brochure, "How to
SJMN.3
Tour Hawaii."

Downtown o 65 S. first St.
We vaiidate all downtown lo’
Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Nights until 9
292-4910

Nome

Valley Pak kopeks. Center
248-3040
Open Mon. thru Fri. Nights until 9130
Sunnyvale
199 S. Murpay St.

San Francisco, California 94102
Phone (4(5) 556-4432

0.10.

3. Town

450 Golden Gate Avenue
Boa 36020

$139
1, 50 A Wile

AkAniFticALWI EXFDIRES

See your Placement Office now to arrange

If you are not able to appear for an interview

tett $199

Travel hints. What to take, wear and see.

Supervisory and Management Development

for an on -campus interview

wi.

Your Choice of 14K
Yellow or Whtte Gold.

Hotels. Choice of 28 hotels in Honolulu alone. All accommodations
guaranteed. 60 color photos of hotels, beaches and in -progress luaus.
Neighboring Island tours. Choice of 12 tours -from
a day in Maui tor $17 to 7 days in Kauai, Maui and
Hawaii for $150. (inter-island air fare additional.)

yeu.

$119
so

This new 36-page brochure gives you all the facts on
more than 100 American Express Hawaiian tours from $7 a day. Some highlights:

U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Street

739.0591

(Thy

5c
29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

= Moyer Music

member of Alpha Omicron PI,
announces her engagement to
Chuck Mliman, senior law student at Syracuse University Law
School in New York. A June 17
wedding is planned.
Donna Chlochettl, sophomore
industrial arts major from Berkeley, announces her engagement
to sans Woo, senior pre-med ma ’Oddibb,
for at the’
from Rush Springs, Okla., and
member of Sigma Tau Tau, A
1968
wedding
is
February,
planned.
PINNINGS
Debbie Fowler, Junior behavioral science major from Newport Beach, to Len Smith, senior
business major from Oakland
and member of Alpha Tau
Omega.
Joni Elizondo, junior nursing
major from Campbell. to Pete
Connor, junior commercial arts
major from Castro Valley and
member of Sigma Nu,

5c

.

Ajax Cleanser

E

I BEAU TIES

24c

1 Box Cheer Soap

can jo-Je

1937. San Jose’s rainfall is currently 5.1 inches above normal.

10c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

Equipment

developing
rentals

WHILE THE CALENDAR says it’s spring, the weatherman doesn’t

5c

3 Hershey Bars

FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
just present your staff or
ASB card
Frepteters

10c

Kleenex

Special Discount

E

Nothing Down
$14.92 per month
$21.29 per month
$30.55 per month
Accessories Service

15’

Gilbert Solana community development specialist, will speak
in kfarkhant Hall’s to r ni a
lounge, 8 p.m. Sunday, April 9
on SHARE, a volunteer tutoring
program. It is open to the public.
SHARE is a program which
places volunteer SJS students
as tutors to children in need of
remedial help. It maintain.s a
one-to-one basis by tutoring in
the child’s home.
Solana who developed the
program for the area four service center of the Economic Opportunity Commission, will explain SHARE and recruit interested students.

Parts, Accessories & Service
For Example:
Honda S90
Honda CA-160
Honda CL 77
San Jose

CIGS

To Speak Sunday

.;tate .

Plingr

Open Thurs. & Fri. Niahts until 9

OY.
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Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

foteirdE
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Spartaguide

-4TODAY

International Student Organization, 3:30, faculty room of cafeteria. A panel on Cyprus and its
current conflicts will be presented.
All students welcome.
Tau Delta Phi, 10 a.m. to 11:45,
Cafeteria A. Luncheon for actives

Hear About Bahl

TONIGHT

&dial Club Group Discussion at 8 p.m.
231 E. San Fernando 12
297-4372
294-3480
Free Refreshments
SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

GARAGE EUROPA

295-90112

850 LINCOLN AVENUE

and pledges. Members should bring
their own lunches.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, 7 p.m. Friday to noon, Sunday. Intervarsity Conference at
Mission Springs, California.
Tr -C, 8 p.m., 196 E. San Antonio. Pianist John Mayhew will
give a recital.
Arab-American Cl is b, 7 p.m.,
Faculty Cafeteria.
IEEE Student Branch, 2:00 p.m.,
E Lobby. A tour limited to 30 students will be taken of ITT- -Jennings Radio. Limited to 30 students
and faculty. Sign up for tour in
E lobby.
SUNDAY, APRIL 9
Cycling Association, 9:50 am.,
Lucky’s parking lot, Seventh and
Santa Clara. Ride to Santa Theresa Park,
Spartan Tr -C, third and San Antonio. A seminar will be held at
9:45, evening service at 6 p.m.,
and a meeting at 7:30. For Spring
Luau tickets, call 293-4911 or
253-2524.

Badminton Meet
Opens Tomorrow
The

Northern

California

Bad-

minton Championships will be held
tomorrow

The

in

the PER

building.

Men’s and Women’s Physical

Education departments will sponsor the day’s activities.
There will be an open flight and
a novice flight in all events for

Job Interviews
Security First National Bank.
Business administration, economics,
liberal arts with some business or
related courses or experience
wanted for management trainees,
commercial loan trainees and trust
trainees.
United Air Lines. Any majors
wanted for stewardesses.

Soil Conservation Service, USDA.
Civil engineering majors wanted
for civil and agricultural engiwill continue to about 8 p.m. The neers.
day is open to the public at no
Campbell Soup Company. Acadmission charge.
counting, management, engineering
and other majors wanted for management trainees in technical administration, industrial engineering, manufacturing, accounting,
men and women.

Matches begin at 9:30 a.m, and

Faces of Dr. Lao
At Friday Flicks

personnel, plant engineering,
chasing and transportation.

TUESDAY, APRIL 11

Hunt-Wesson Foods. Marketing,
business administration, economics,
liberal arts, engineering, science,
chemical and agricultural majors
wanted for financial analysixts, retail sales, staff assistants in production and material, production
foremen, district analysis, commodity economists, industrial engineering, mechanical engineeringdesign, plant, chemical engineering-design plant, chemical engineering-project/process, chemists,
home economics, quality controlresearch and development and production, food technologists, project
leaders, research and development,
agronomist, plant pathologists and
Heldmen.

Camp Counseling
Deadline lastToday

Today is the
day that students may sign up for Interviews
for Freshman Camp counseling
positions, according to Tom Finn,
director of the camp.
Students may sign up for interviews at the Freshman Camp
booth on Seventh Street between
10:30 am. and 2:30 p.m. today.
All SJS students are eligible.
Freshman Camp will be held at
the Asilomar Conference Grounds
in Pacific Grove on Sept. 8-10.

I st Unitarian Church
160 N. 3rd
Sun., April 9

292.3858
1 i

Guest Speaker
DR. HENRY PITCHFORD
Sociology Dept.. S.J.S.

+zsPaseaseasIsearaneselneselneallallsent? allsenenamileentasease~arangeoadeoassassun

This evening’s Friday Flick will

feature

the film, ’The Seven Faces
of Doctor Lao." The film will be
shown at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m. in

J141. Alpha Phi Omega, national
APRIL 10
service fraternity, Is sponsoring
Chess Club, 7:30, ED411.
the film.
Young Democrats, 2:30, CH359.
The one and one-hour film conOrganizational meeting.
cerns a small western town’t fight
TUESDAY. APRIL 11
Hamper Fkielin Society, 6:30 against a greedy land baron. An
p.m., 11E1. Students currently en- elderly Chinese appears in the town
rolled or interested in United on a tiny burro and invites the
States Marine Corps officer can- citizens to his circus, where he
characterizes a magician to a seer.
didate programs are welcome.
Parapsychology S o cie t y, 3:30 Each one offers something new to
reform the wicked, to reprove the
p.m., CH231.
IEEE, 11:30 am. to 1:30 p.m., frivolous and to reassure the ,
Cafeteria A and B. Frank Kelliher, strong.
sales manager for Spectra -Physics
will speak on "What is a Laser?"
Gamma Alpha Chi, 4 p.m.,
JS141. A panel dismission on "Is
Television Advertising Losing Its
Effectiveness?" will be presented.

SALES
DOWNTOWN
SAN
JOSE

7 p.m.
to
11 p.m.

TONIGHT

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Women Softball
Signups Open
Softball sign-ups are still open to
all interested women students according to Miss Carol Luther, assistant professor of Physical Education and advisor of extramural
softball.
The team practices on the East
Field by the Music Building on
Tuesday and Thursday at 4:30
p.m. Interested women should report to one of the practices by next
week or contact Miss Luther In
WG144.

Plexiglas Cut To Size
mplete Resineraft Supplies

1212 The Alameda, San Jose
Open Mon. & Thurs. until 9 p.m.

292-8685

HELP WANTED (41

ANNOUNCEMENTS (11
$401 JET to Amsterdam June 25 -Sept. 5
including 4-week study course at Alliance Francais, Paris. Dr. Milton French,
(213) 274-0729 or write 9875 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills. Or Jet package
only, New York-London $253 June 16.
Sept. 6.
YOU’RE IN LUCK! Spartecamp tickets
are on sale again all this week. Stop at
the tables on 7th Street and near the
bookstore. Don’t delay! GET YOURS
TODAY!
SEE "THE WALL" - an 8 -by-12 foot
acrylic by RAYMOND BARRIO - in his
comprehensive exhibition of 30 works at
the Triton Museum of Art (closed Monday) through April 15.
COUNTRY JOE AND THE FISH will
play at SJS’ Peace RockLight Show Saturday night, 9 p.m., in Men’s Gym.
F. W. WOOLWORTH Company representative will be on campus Wednesday
April 12, to interview male graduates interested in management training. Check
with Dr. Clements at the placement cen’er.

ACCOUNTANTS: Openings for graduates with accounting or finance majors
at northern California’s leading savings
& loan association, Please call Mrs. Carter, American Savings & Loan, 55 W.
Santa Clara St., 298.6000.
GO-GO DANCERS over 21. New, different, Classy Chessy located at Bascom
& Hamilton. Tiger costumes, hours flexible. Salary plus bonus. Terry Cohen, 2860220.

2 -BEDROOM APARTMENT. Kitchen, curtains, carpeting, water/garbage paid.
$85 month. 5 minutes from SJS. 2935995.
NICE I BEDROOM furnished apartment.
Couple preferred. 195. Water & gas
paid. 625 S. 10th, after 2:30 p.m. 2865915.
HAIGHT where you are? Room for one
more hippie. Close to campus. Call 2972283

HOUSING IS)
MEN, LARGE cheerful rooms, large
closets, well -to-wall carpet. Furnace heat.
406 S. 11th.

FURNISHED APARTMENT. 1 bedroom,
twin beds. Modern, spacious, well -insulated. 1/2 block from SJS. 1100. Water &
garbage paid. 463 S. 7th, *4. Inquire
499 S. 7th, 295-5362.
FOR SALE, Halls of Ivy contract for the
rest of the semester. 10 excellent meals
a week. Modern apartments facing over
a lovely garden and patio. 114 S. 11th
St Call 287-1665, Carol Jorgensen.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 2bedroom home near Civic Center. Call
LARGE 3-ROOM FURNISHED apart- 294-2789 after 5 p.m.
ment. Girls or couple. $115 month inLOST AND FOUND (el
cludes all utilities. 595 S. 9th. Call 2591547.
Lost diamond ring in or
LIBERAL MALE roommate needed. 2. $50 REWARD.
building. Please
bedroomplaypen. 641 S. 11th, *10, near Physical Education
see C. Luther, Womens Gym, 144.
293-6433.
LOST: LADY’S WHITE GOLD Hamilton
wrist watch at or near Spartan Bookstore
March 28. $IO reward. 248-6276.
LOST: TORTOISE-SHELL sunglasses in
black case with flowers Friday 3/31. Call
Sheryl. 253-3963.
LOST: Toy Poodle (black) lost yesterday,
vicinity 8th & William. Reward. PLEASE
RETURN! Tremendous sentimental attachment. 286-8158.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

PERSONALS 171

AUTOMOTIVE 121

The Place
for Seafood

Shrimp

Fish Dinner

A boatload of flavor . . . and a manfilling meal! The "Shrimp Boat" by Henry’s, crammed with jumbo, tender, fantail shrimp beautifully breaded and
served piping hot with tangy sauce and
a mound of French fried
potatoes

Terrific Friday . . any day! 5 goldengood, golden-brown, breaded filets,
creamy tarter sauce, and a heap 590
of crisp fresh French fries

790

Fish Sandwich
Golden,

crisp lettuce
a
29
.2111111111iiinninninninniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!!!!8111111111111111111111111111111181811;
crispy-brown fish on a bed of
on a hearty, toasted bun. Topped with
generous heap of zesty tartar sauce

Clip This Coupon
Buy 1 item at Regular Price,
get 2nd similar item for

ic
with this coupon.
Coupon good Today, Tomorrow, and Sunday
April 7, 8, 9, 1967
IIIIIlIuIIIliuIIIIIIlIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIlIIIIIIIIuIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIII

Open:
Monday-Thursday
11 a.m.-1 I p.m.
515 S. 10th St.
286-0218

Friday and Saturday
I I a.m.-I a.m.

San Jose

Free Parking

MOTORCYCLE, 1961 Triumph, 650 cc.
Make offer. Runs well. 286.8657.
’64 HONDA 305 Scrambler. Good condition. Mush sell. 1450 or best offer. Call
298-3641 after 3 p.m.
’69 VOLVO, rebuilt engine. Bruce recaps.
Excellent condition. Radio & heater.
$550. 297-1552.
’59 TR-3 with ’65 engine. Racing green
tonneau. Looks good and runs well. Call
379-5057 after 5 p.m.
1960 RED CORVETTE Good condition.
fornrer owner was a teacher. $1200. 3797102 after 6 p.m.
’57 FAIRLANE 4-door V8. Radio, heater,
automatic. Reliable. $100. 356.3743 eveflings.
’62 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE. Very good
condition. Stick shift, overdrive. 1 owner.
11150. Call 948.5416 after 5 p.m.
1966 VW-radio, leatherette upholstery.
Just tuned -up. .1645. John Stanley, 2861938.
4-14 INCH, deep dish chrome rims. Best
offer over $60. Call 296.7869.
’62 MG MIDGET. Sharp, $800. 2531084
after 4 p.m. during the week.
’59 AUSTIN HEALY, rebuilt engine. wire
wheels, radio, heater, red. Just fixed up.
$1000 or offer. Diane Hewver, 294-2910.
’62 CORVAIR MONZA. Very good condition. Automatic transmission. Best
offer. Call evenings, 297.6878.
’64 FORD 500XL Bleck, 390 cubic inch,
4.speed. Bucket seats. 101/2 mags. Many
new parts. Clean. Call 7934327 before
4 p.m. weekdays.
MOTORCYCLE. ’63 PARILLA, 250 cc.
Excellent condition. New spare motor.
67 te_gi. $400 or trade. 298-3865.
’61 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON,
$50. ’56 Chevy, 175. Both run well. 659
S. 8th. 298-7559.
WANTED: Volkswagen Bus or Van. Call
294-4871 after 5 p.m.
’66 SPRITE. 7900 miles and fully-equip.
Pod with roll bar. Take over payments.
On weekdays cell after 5 p.m. Driver
drafted. 2586555.
HONDA SCRAMBLER 305, ’65. $550.
Owner Europe-bound. Jay, 298-6423.
’41 SPRITE. Runs well. Rough exterior.
Owner Europe.bound. 1350 or best offer.
Jay, 298.6423.
’31 STUDEBAKER. Very good condition
--running and looks! Original miles, 34,
000. 8850. Cell 294.0096.
FOR SALE 131
FOR SALE: modern house near SJS,
completely furnished. 7 rooms, including,
3 bedrooms, 2 bath. Small payments,
convenient for teacher. Contact: Frank
Haat 420 S. 15th St.
SKI 100TS-Women’s 61/2 Koflech, for
only $30. Used for only half a season!
293.4289.
CAMERA: MINOX 1 with flesh & built.
in light meter New, $170: will r.arrifice.
$60. 2944052.

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold end
silver. George Larirnore, 354-1273.
WILL YOU BE AT THE PEACE-ROCKLight Show Saturday night in Men’s
Gym? Country Joe end The Fish will.
CUSTOM SANDALS and belts, $10.50up. 2 blocks north of campus off 4th.
161 E. St. John. Tuesdays, 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Thursdays 10 a.m.-9 p.m. or call 287.1806
for appointment.
SERVICES 181

it r1744M
MINK WE’RE TRAININCa THS NUAAFEZ ON
NATION, COACH.,
IN
To buy, sell, rent or
anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

announce

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206 San lose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

3
4
5
6

LI
fr]
El
LI
ID
O

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
sock add!
bons! line

One time

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

JO

.50

.50

CIII

732 S. Ist between Virginia & Margaret
Also Lincoln Avenue & Sunol
25c for 5 minutes-It’s easy-Try it!

To place an ad:
Call 0

Classified Adv. Office -J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &

Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &

CI Transportation (9)

For

AUTO WASH AND WAX

1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

ID services (8)

Name

ASTOR’S CO1N.OP

Three times Five times

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds passible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

o

-TACK.

TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc., experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
21 & MARRIED. Liability, properly damage & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
Cell 243-6313 between 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.
TYPING: EXCELLENT WORK by college
graduate on IBM Selectric. Thesis, menu.
script, resume. Call 264-3059.
TUTORING IN SPANISH. $2.50 per
hour. Call between 5 and 7 evenings.
Keith Driscoll, 297-9752.
TYPING-ALL KINDS. All work guaranteed. Experienced. Reasonable, Call 2943772 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced,
dependable. reasonable. Phone 294-1313,
JUNK WANTED. Will haul junk away
free. Cell Jim, 253-8399.

1:15

(Please Print)

days.
PhOne

Address

p.m. -3:4 5 p.m.

Send In handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. Make check
Sparten Daily Clauifleds.

Enclosed Is $
Start ad on
Mato

Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Phone

294-6414, Est. 2441

out te

